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Outline
20 Years ago

The ISD v MiFID II/MiFIR

10 Years ago

The great shift into financial stability + institutional reform

Direct intervention by ESMA: ‘proof of concept’

Single rulebook: operational and technical orientation

Tidal wave of data: ‘regulation by data’ and new challenges

Transformative ambitions undiluted: investment research; independent 

investment advice; dark pools; Capital Markets Union

10 and 20 years ahead?

Fintech + sustainable finance

Institutional design – euro area and single market

The international market

Supervisory judgement/contact v. AI

What can we predict: complexity, dynamism, and some very old 

problems 



First Theme 
(1) Complexity and dynamism, yes – but also the persistence of an old 

problem: retail investor protection and households’ welfare needs 

Persistent problems

2018 ECB report on participation

2018 Commission Report on Fintech: ‘overwhelmed by sheer 

complexity, cost, and uncertainty associated with investment 

products’; 2018 Report for Commission on Distribution 

Costs and fees: 2019 ESMA Report 

Disclosure and PRIIPS

Culture and incentives: persistence of mis-selling

But: finding the ‘sweet spot’ (Donald Langevoort – US experience)

Protecting – and marketing/empowering/encouraging/nudging…..

Much that is positive post MiFID II/MiFIR/PRIIPS

Prescriptive; Life-cycle-based; Highly precautionary; Manual-like; Data-

oriented; ‘Prudentialized’



First Theme
But: 

Experimental rules and need to monitor 

PRIIPs example – but also distribution rules and advice gap

Monitor: against what? 

Metrics: what are good outcomes here?

Supervisory challenges changing

Drilling past procedures/compliance 

Culture and governance – tone from the top and the middle 

Ex: products that respond to consumers ‘needs, characteristics and 

objectives’ 

→ Need for appropriate local discretion: March 2019 ESA Regulation 

agreement

Blue-sky thinking and beyond the European PEPP?



Second Theme
(2) ‘Policing the Perimeter’

Very longstanding challenge – recall stock exchanges and alternative 

trading systems

The fintech problem, but not only

Arbitrage risks increasing

+ the Regulator  - managing expectations

Competition domestically and international competitiveness

Growth

Innovation

Sustainability



Third Theme 

(3) Nimble and agile regulatory processes

Ex: MiFID II/MiFIR

Transformative effects; empirical base? Market reaction

Need for responsiveness and agility

The EU and technical fixes

The limits of soft law

Ex: Sustainable finance

Financial regulation and orientation to ‘new thinking’

Scale of the effort and the funding gap

Partnership model?



Fourth Theme

(4) The Power of the Proportionality Principle 

Longstanding

But why it matters now more than ever

Increasingly being embedded: 

March 2019 ESA Regulation; 

2019 Investment Firm Prudential Regulation Proposal; 

Product governance

Debate on what it means

Care needed in application and for consistency 



Fifth Theme

(5) Institutional Design

A longstanding and persistent question – but not going away

If CMU completes – fit for purpose? And Brexit risks?

The balance between central steering and local discretion, in a 

fragmented market

And the need for national ‘innovation labs’ 

Fintech/sustainable finance/retail solutions/conduct 

supervision/culture 

The March 2019 ESA Regulation: evolution not a revolution

The ESAs as data hubs

And  - the increasing importance of accountability

2019 ESA Regulation 



Sixth Theme
(6) Looking beyond the EU to the international market

Brexit and the reshaping of international financial relations

Recent indications are austere; onshoring of third country supervision

2019 Investment Firm Prudential Regulation regime

Managing the UK – and managing the rest of the world; US 

And the internal EU impact

The UK pipeline from the City and access

Current UK positioning on ‘equivalence’ and ‘rule-taking’

Implications for EU financial governance

Centralisation

CMU

MiFID II/MiFIR

The UK voice

And the Court of Justice 
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